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Covering the essential curriculum areas of human geography, physical geography, geology, and

ecology, First Earth Encyclopedia is a comprehensive introduction to the world around us. The

engaging style of DK's First Reference series is applied to such topics as where and how people

live, how to use maps, weather, world environments, and the changing climate â€” inspiring younger

readers to think about their own place in the world. With superb artwork, straightforward text,

buttons, and quizzes, First Earth Encyclopedia makes our world simple to understand.
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We got this book for my sons fourth birthday and he is so fascinated by it. He asks to read it every

time we go into his room and it has been his bedtime book for about 2 weeks now. He especially

loves the sections on the layers of the earth, soil, and oceans. He is very interested in what lives at

the deepest depths of the ocean. A great book for getting conversations started and finding out what

really interests a kid so you can delve a little deeper on the internet. The more you as a parent

know, the more you can supplement what is presented in the book. Very glad we bought this as it is

well loved by the little guy and fun to read and explain it all to him. Pictures are also beautiful.



I bought this book for my six year old grandson. He is very interested in sciences and he reads at a

high grade level. He loves the book and we enjoy reading it together.

Although he can't read this completely on his own, my son absolutely loves this book. When I read

to him at night, he doesn't want story books, he wants this book, or any other of the "First" DK series

books that we have. The pictures are great and the amount of information is just right; not too little

and not too much. I like that there are real photos and not just illustrations. Great way to get the little

ones interested in geography.

Very nice to pick up this book and other 'First...Encyclopedia' books and teach our young son some

basics about science. Go to any page and find a topic that can lead to a conversation and new

discovery for our son.

My children are in Kindergarten and 1st Grade. I've used this book extensively this year in our

science exploration. It's a nice balance of being engaging enough to keep my kids' attention while

being advanced enough in the text that I anticipate being able to refer to it for years to come.

This book was given to our son as a gift when he was 5. It still holds his interest 3 years later, and

will probably continue to do so throughout elementary school. It has a lot of information, written in a

manner children can understand, and is quite in depth.

I purchased several of these books for my homeschooled kindergarten student. My daughter

absolutely looses all of the books. Splendid pictures and easy to understand text.

The picture color is amazing with lots and lots of information. My 8 yr old daughter LOVES it! We

also bought the First Nature Encyclopedia and she loves it equally!
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